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LESSON 1- GROWTH MINDSET AND ACHIEVEMENT 

 Rationale 

With a growth mindset: 

x achievement improves; 
x people focus on learning; 
x challenges and effort are embraced. 

Mindsets can be changed. (Dweck, 2006) 

Learning objectives 

By the end of this lesson, learners should: 

x understand that there are two types of mindsets 
x link their mindset to performance 
x reflect on their own mindset 

PART 2- GOOD AT / BAD AT- record 5 things you are "GOOD AT" and "BAD AT"

below. 

GOOD AT BAD AT 
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PART 3- As you watch, record some fixed/growth mindset traits
in the table below.
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Growth mindset traits
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http://www.websudoku.com/
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PART 4 

"Great job. You must be really smart." OR "Great job. You must have worked 
really hard." 

Which one leads us to better perform ance? Why? 

Praise affirming hard work leads to a growth mindset, which results in much
higher levels of effort and persistence- leading to better performance.

Which praise would you prefer to hea r said about you when it comes to 

your talent, intelligence and abilities? Most people want to hear how
clever they are, how easy they made it look and, that they are a natural.
There is a myth that if we need to wo rk hard, we must not be good at it.
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LESSON 2- REVIEWING THE FOUNDATION OF 
GROWTH MINDSET 

 Rationale 

x Teaching students a growth mindset leads to significant increases in 
their motivation to learn, their grades and their achievement test 
scores (Good, Aronson, & Inzlicht, 2003; Blackwell, Trzesniewski & 
Dweck, 2007; Aronson, Fried & Good, 2002). 

 Learning objectives 

By the end of this lesson, learners should: 

x identify and understand two ways of thinking about intelligence 
x commit to an activity that will grow their neurons 
x explain how they can get their brain to develop 

PART 3 
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Then participate in a class discussion about what has been recorded. 

PART 4 

As you watch, record: 

1 new learning 

1 learning that has been reinforced 

1 question / challenge / argument you might have. 
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What are the two ways of thinking about intelligence? 

That it is either fixed, or that it can be grown.

Is one view more correct than the other? Yes, scientifically the evidence

explains that our brain is malleable and continues to grow, create new

pathways and adapt when we learn new things. Much like a muscle.

Explain how your brain is like a muscle in your own words. How can you 

get your brain to develop like a muscle? 

Just as with strength or cardio training for our muscles, we can give our

braina work out when we stretch our thinking, practice difficult concepts.
Our brains adapt and grow, just like the muscles in our body.
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LESSON 3- MY MINDSETS 

 Rationale 

x In Carol Dweck’s research, students with a fixed mindset chose to redo 
easy problems rather than attempt harder ones. They wanted to 
succeed and look smart. 

x Students with a growth mindset chose one harder problem after 
another.  They wanted to stretch themselves and get smarter. 

x Fixed mindsets impact our behaviour, which then limits our 
performance. Fixed mindsets can be challenged 

(Dweck, 2006) 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

By the end of this lesson, learners should: 

x identify some of their own fixed or growth mindsets 
x connect their own mindsets and their own behaviour 
x "catch" and challenge their own fixed mindsets 

PART 2
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PART 3 

How can we challenge our fixed mindsets?  Catch them and then challenge them with

“YET”. Eg. “I’m not good at maths…yet! “

What is the moral of the story "the tortoise and the hare". Slow and steady wins the

race. In other words, if you keep working hard, you will improve.

What's the problem with that moral? It makes it a competition as it makes it about

beating everyone else, rather just trying t  o improve ourselves and stretch our skills.

In real life, who really wins the race? Peop le who are fast and steady will actually win

the race. If someone has a strength in a particular area, and they keep working at it, they

will beat someone who struggles in that are a and works hard. Performance = talent *

effort. The growth mindset doesn’t argue against talent, it just increases effort.
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Where do you have  a fixed mindset? 

How does your mindset affect your  behaviour in this area? How do you 

perform in this area? Discuss the same for growth mindsets. 

Usually, in fixed mindset areas we don’t apply ourselves as much- because

we believe that we will not improve through practice. Homework becomes

a low priority and excuse  making becomes common.

Identify three areas in your life where  your skills have grown in the last 5-

10 years. 
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LESSON 4- REFLECTING ON GROWTH MINDSETS 

Rationale 

x Learning starts with a mindset. Every skill we have ever learned has 
been developed over time- by wiring our brain circuitry to carry out the 
function. 

Learning objectives 

By the end of this lesson, learners should: 

x reflect on their learning about growth mindsets 
x record and communicate their informed position about brain, 

neuroplasticity, growth mindsets and their performance 

PART 2 
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PART 4- GROWTH MINDSET REFLECTION 
 Write a 100-200 word summary of what you know about the relationship 

between your brain, neuroplasticity, growth mindsets and performance. 

How does this challenge your current understanding on growth 

mindset? 

The fact that it took him longer to learn it than it did for his son. This
shows how strong certain neural pathways can get, and also that they

can be difficult to change if we have really practiced something a lot.

How does this confirm your understanding on growth mindset? Even

though it took a while to change the neural pathways, he was able to
get his brain to adjust, through practice.
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BUILDING GRIT- LESSON 1- GRIT AND ACHIEVEMENT 

 Rationale 

x People who are gritty are more resilient in the face of adversity, they 
bounce back after failure and disappointment, and they persist when 
progress is slow, boring, tedious or difficult. 

x Gritty individuals are distinguished by their propensity to maintain 
“effort and interest over years despite failure, adversity and plateaus 
in progress” (Duckworth, 2007). 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

By the end of this lesson, learners should: 

x understand what grit is 
x link grit to their own performance 

PART 2 
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PART 4 

Grit- what is it? 

Perserverance and passion for long-term goals. A combination of resilience

and persistence.

What does Angela Duckworth tell us about grit and achievement? 

People who are gritty tend to perform better in maths, spelling, the army,

and in their career. Grit is strongly linked to achievement.

How does grit relate to your success? 

Grit multiplies my talent and sticking with things that are hard is really the 

only way to get better at them. I understand how it contributes to success 

in just about every area. 

How do mistakes and struggles contribute to learning? 

They give us feedback on how we need to grow more. 

Do you think the paper ripping challenge required grit? 

Some possible reasons below. 

Justify why / why not? 

In one sense, as it required focus and effort. However, due to the very short 

time frame, it didn’t really require perserverance. To be gritty we must

sustain effort, despite setbacks, challenges and when progress is slow. 
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PART 5- VENN DIAGRAM 
Complete the VENN diagram below by writing what is different 
about these two concepts in the circles. Write any common 
characteristics where the circles overlap. You may choose to find 
the definition for each word to help you. 

Resilient Persistent

Resilient Shared Persistent 

 bouncing back
when knocked
down

 overcoming
setbacks and
challenges

 coping with
change

 sticking with
things

 applying my
effort, attention
and energy

 practicing tasks
that will stretch
my skill level

 staying with
things when
progress is slow
or tedious

 staying with
something for
weeks, months
or years (long-
term)
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LESSON 2- Hitting targets through my behaviour 

 Rationale 

x students who used mental contrasting and implementation intentions 
(MCII- like UPP's T.A.O.P. process) completed over 60% more practice 
questions that students in the control condition (Duckworth, Grant, 
Loew, Oettingen, & Gollwitzer, 2011) 

x MCII enhances our ability to get started or stay on track with goals 
(Gollwitzer, 1999) 

x MCII energizes individuals into taking action (Oettingen, et al, 2009) 

Learning objectives 

By the end of this lesson, learners should: 

x understand the T.A.O.P process 
x have a written T.A.O.P process for top priority learning target 
x consider how my behaviour is the major influence on target / goal 

attainment 

PART 2 

x Students are to read this article that will outline the process we will 
complete today. 

x Setting and striving for targets. 

PART 3 

Complete T.A.O.P. process below for your learning target for this term. 
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REACHING TARGETS WITH T.A.O.P 

PART 4 

TARGET= “My LEARNING TARGET is….” 

Eg. John Jones wants to make the district swimming team next season. 

ACTION= “The main ACTION necessary to achieve my target is…” 

Eg. He knows that he will need to train 5 mornings per week in order to 

improve enough to make the team. 

OBSTACLE= “One OBSTACLE that might arise on the way to my target is…” 

Eg. If he feels tired in the mornings, he is tempted to stay in bed, rather than 

get up and go to swimming training when the alarm clock goes off. 
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Target, Action, Obstacle , Plan- which can you control? 

Usually, we can’t control whether we ultimately achieve the target or not. 

We can only really control our actions / behaviours and if we follow our 

plan when obstacles arise. 

Which ones will you focus on? Why? Record your answer, related to your 

learning goal and then discuss as a class. 

It would make sense to focus on the action and the plan that we have in 

place. 
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LESSON 3- DELAYING GRATIFICATION 

Rationale 

x propensity to delay gratification was positively correlated with SAT 
scores, educational attainment and good health, while being inversely 
related to rates of crime and substance abuse (Shoda, Mischel & 
Peake, 1990). It is clear that those who could resist the short term 
temptation were much better off later in life on a large number of 
measures. 

Learning objectives 

By the end of this lesson, learners should: 

x understand the meaning of "delayed gratification" 
x explain how delayed gratification influences performance 
x explain how delaying gratification may impact their own performance 

in at least 2 areas 

PART 2 AND PART 3 
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PART 4 

 

 

 

Listen and record 2-3 dot points about what the research found. 

What does it mean to "delay gratification"? 

CAN YOU WAIT FOR THE MARSHMALLOW? 

Record two or three things in your own life at present that will 
require your ability to delay gratification. At least one of these 
should be related to your school work. 

Why do you think those who are able to delay gratification achieve more 
 in each of the following areas: 

x health and wellbeing 
x school and study 
x work lives 
x relationships 

Resisting a short term temptation in order to gain a larger reward in the 

long term. Doing what is good for us (and possibly more difficult now) in 
 order to reap rewards later. 

 Doing homework when I don’t feel like it

 Reducing time on social media (or eliminating it during the week)

 Less partying, more studying

 Getting to sports practice
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Explain how your results may differ based on your actions 

If I am able to delay the gratification 

of… 

my results are likely to be improved 

because… 

Eg. Finishing my sports practice early I will have the opportunity to 

continue to improve my skills 

Eg. Eating McDonald’s I will feel better and more energised 

Eg. Watching television when I get 

home from schools 

I will complete my homework early 

and put a plan in place for my 

assignements. 
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LESSON 4- MASTERY THROUGH DELIBERATE PRACTICE 

Rationale 

x Deliberate practice focuses on tasks beyond our current level of 
competence and comfort. It requires “considerable, specific and 
sustained effort to do something you can’t do well – or even at all” 
(Ericsson, Prietula & Cokely, 2007). 

x Accomplished individuals work day after day, for at least 10 or 15 
years, to reach the top of their fields. In other words, even the most 
gifted performers need a minimum of 10,000 hours of intense practice 
before they win international competitions (Ericsson, Prietula, & 
Cokely, 2007). 

Learning objectives 

By the end of this lesson, learners should: 

x understand deliberate practice 
x identify a connection between deliberate practice and high 

performance 
x identify one way they could apply deliberate practice to stretch the 

current skill level in any area 
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PART 2 

If Michael Jordan was so good, why did he need to train so hard? 

This is a “chicken or the egg” question- his hard training is what made 

him so good. 
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PART  3  THE HUMBLE PAPERCLIP 
Form groups of three or four. Each group will need a paper clip. The 
aim of the task is to spend 4 minutes focussing on brainstorming the 
many different uses of a paper clip. The aim is for each group to come 
up with as many different ideas as they can in 4 minutes. When finished, 
two groups are invited to join and share their creative ideas with one 
another. Brainstorm in the space provided. 

How is the humble paperclip activity like deliberate practice?
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PART 4- Students are to read and consider this article: What is the real

cause of high performance?

What is the definition of deliberate practice provided in the article? 

Deliberate practice is practice that focuses on tasks beyond your current 

level of competence and comfort. It requires “considerable, specific and 

sustained effort to do something you can’t do well- or even at all” 

How do you think it would feel to practice deliberately? It would 

likely feel challenging and difficult. There would be a need for high 

levels of concentration. 

Would it be enjoyable or a struggle? Explain. 

How often have you performed deliberate practice in the past? 

Consider one area of your life that you are already performing 

well in. 

Within this area, identify how you could apply practice that 

focuses on "tasks beyond your current level of competence and 

comfort". It needs to stretch your skill level. Include the area, 

how you would practice and why you have chosen that form of 

practice. Record this here. 

Put this into action as soon as you can. 
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LESSON 5- EFFORT AND ENERGY MANAGEMENT 

Rationale 

x we can not manage time, we can only manage our energy and effort 
x each time we say "yes" to something, we say no to something else. We 

need to ensure that we are saying "yes" to the right things. 

Learning objectives 

By the end of this lesson, learners should: 

x understand the Eisenhower matrix 
x identify their own "big rocks", and the things they need to minimise / 

eliminate in their life 
x have developed a weekly schedule by placing their "big rocks" in first 

PART 2 

As a class, brainstorm the sorts of things that might fit into each box for the 
students in the group. 
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PART 3 
a) Write down the big rocks (most important priorities) in your life at
present. List of 4 maximum. Possibly under the areas of learning, health,
relationships and extra-curricular (see here for template).
b) Decide 3 things that you will say “no” to this school term in order to edit
out and live the life you want to live.
Some examples of time, energy and effort destroyers are:

x social media after 8pm 
x computer games on weeknights 
x music while I do my study (multitasking is a myth) 
x turning off the alarm so sleeping in and missing the school bus 
x overeating 
x being up past a certain time. 

PART 4 

Complete the weekly schedule here. Be sure to put your big rocks into your 
calendar first and make sure they get the time they deserve. 

EISENHOWER 
MATRIX 

URGENT LESS URGENT 

IMPORTANT Assignments due 
tomorrow 
Mum’s birthday present 
for the weekend 

Study plan for the term 
Goal setting 
Exercise 
Healthy eating 

LESS 
IMPORTANT 

Some phone messages 
and calls 

Social media 
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LESSON 6- CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT THROUGH 
MARGINAL GAINS 

Rationale 

x  “You have to apply yourself each day to becoming a little better. By 
applying yourself to the task of becoming a little better each and every 
day over a period of time, you will become a lot better.”–John Wooden 

x In “life or work or play, the difference between winning and losing, the 
gap that separates success and failure, is so slight, so subtle, that most 
never see it. As you walk your path, it is always, every moment of 
every day, curving either upward or downward." (Olson, 2006) 

Learning objectives 

By the end of this lesson, learners should: 

x understand the term "marginal gains" 
x connect marginal gains to their own improvement in a chosen area 

PART 2- Read through this article about "Marginal 
Gains". 

How does Dave Brailsford describe "marginal gains"? Can you 

describe it in your own words? 

Getting better by focussing on getting the little thigns right. Making small 

improvements in a number of different areas. 

Record the Jim Rohn quote: Success is a few simple disciplines, practiced 

every day; while failure is simply a few errors in judgment, repeated every day. 
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PART 3 

Draw/create a simple image of marginal gains in the space below. 

Source: http://jamesclear.com/marginal-gains 



Consider one area of your life that you are already performing well in. 

Write that down. 

Within this area, identify one or two areas that you think you might be able to do 

slightly better. Aim for 1-2% improvement in these areas. It is the little things that 

can make a big difference (especially when you add them together and keep doing 

them for a long period of time). 

(NB- if you are not already performing close to your potential in this area, you may 

be better off focusing on areas that will result in much larger improvements. The 

point is- every bit helps.) 

Create a short list below and begin to "aggregate marginal gains" (add 

up small improvements) in your own life. 

Eg. Create a glossary of terms in history, HPE, science or Japanese note 

book. 

Eg. Stay behind after basketball team practice and shoot 50 free throws. 

Eg. Do 10 minutes of revision each night on one of my subjects. 

PART 4 

LATERAL THINKING SOLUTIONS 

1. = man overboard

2. = I understand

3. = reading between the lines

4. = cross road

5. = tricycle

6. = two degrees below zero

7. = neon light (knee - on -

light)

8. = six feet underground

9. = he's by himself

10. = backward glance

11. = life after death

12. = think big!

13. = long time no 'C'
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LESSON 7- REFLECTION ON GRIT 

 Rationale 

x People who are gritty are more resilient in the face of adversity, they 
bounce back after failure and disappointment, and they persist when 
progress is slow, boring, tedious or difficult. 

x Gritty individuals are distinguished by their propensity to maintain 
“effort and interest over years despite failure, adversity and plateaus 
in progress” (Duckworth, 2007). 

Learning objectives 

By the end of this lesson, learners should: 

x have reflected on their learning about grit 
x completed a letter which summarises some of the important 

components of grit for a younger student. 

PART 3- REFLECTION ABOUT GRIT 

x Grit requires a growth mindset. Growth mindset is the understanding, 
grit is the action. Grit is made up of a number of components. During 
"Thrive- Series 2" lessons so far, we have looked at some of these, 
including: setting targets, deliberate practice, effort and energy 
management, continuous improvement (marginal gains), delayed 
gratification. 
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Your task is to write a 200 word letter to a year 7 student at 
your school. It should explain some of the above components 
terms to them in a way that they would understand. Assume 
they know nothing about grit, what it means to be gritty or 
how grit (and it's components) may influence their 
performance. 
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WELLBEING- LESSON 1- WELLBEING AND 
ACHIEVEMENT 

Learning objectives 

By the end of this lesson, learners should: 

x compare and contrast happiness and wellbeing 
x link their wellbeing to performance 

PART 2 

Complete the VENN diagram below by writing what is different 
about these two concepts in the circles. Write any common 
characteristics where the circles overlap. You may choose to find 
the definition for each word to help you. 
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Happiness Success

Happiness and success are related- which comes first? 

This is a chicken or the egg scenario as happier people are more successful and 

more successful people would seem to have more to be happy about. It could 

depend on someone’s definition of success. While an abundance of wealth, 

fame, career won’t make us happy, without any money or a job at all etc, it 

might be difficult to be happy. 

Happiness Shared Success 

 enjoying the
little things that
happen each
day?

 smiling and
laughing?

 Being at peace
with myself?

 Being with
people that you
love?

 Partying hard?

 Solid
relationships
can be a sign of
our success and
also bring us
happiness

 Success in any
area may bring
us some
happiness

 Happiness may
lead us to be at
our best and
achieve more

 setting a goal or
direction and
moving towards
it?

 lots of money, a
great job?

 Family and
friends who care
about each
other?

 Giving a lot to
worthy causes?

 High
achievement at
school?

 Being selected
a certain sport /
music / dance
group?
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PART  3-  SCATTEGORIES  CHALLENGE  
Instructions: divide into pairs or small teams. Your teacher chooses any letter 
A-Z. Then you are to fill every category with an appropriate word that starts
with the chosen letter. 4 minutes maximum work time. The letter is …

1. A boy's name
2. A City
3. Things that are cold
4. School Supplies
5. Pro Sports Teams
6. Insects
7. Breakfast foods
8. Furniture
9. TV Shows
10. Things that are found in the ocean
11. Words with a double letter
12. Product Names
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LESSON 2- WELLBEING WITH PERMA 

 Rationale 

x each aspect of PERMA contributes to our level of "flourishing". Each 
aspect can be developed. (Seligman, 2011). 

x students who thrive and flourish demonstrate stronger academic 
performance (Norrish, Williams, O'Connor, & Robinson, 2013) 

Learning objectives 

By the end of this lesson, learners should: 

x identify the 5 parts of the PERMA framework 
x make recommendations for improving wellbeing through PERMA 

PART 2 

PART  3  

Students are to read this article about PERMA. 

As you read, create a short summary of each part of the PERMA framework 
below. 
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P= Positive emotions- feeling good 

E= Engagement- finding flow 

R= Relationships- authentic connections 

M= Meaning- purposeful existence 

A= Achievement- a sense of accomplishment 

PART 4- STUDENT PERMA EXPERT ACTIVITY 

 Based on the video, the article you have read, and your brief summary,

you are to make 5 recommendations for enhancing wellbeing.

 Make one recommendation under each part of the PERMA framework

that could be useful for anyone of your age to improve their own

wellbeing.

DIMENSION OF 

WELLBEING 

RECOMMENDATION TO IMPROVE WELLBEING 

Positive Emotion 

Engagement Eg. Sing, dance, play sport or work on a hobby 

Relationships Eg. Plan an event for getting together with 

some friends or family this weekend 

Meaning 

Accomplishment 
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LESSON 3-  Healthy Body 

 Rationale 

x there is a powerful mind-body connection through which emotional, 
mental, social, spiritual, and behavioral factors can directly affect our 
health 

x psychological factors can play a major role in such illnesses as heart 
disease, and mind-body techniques can aid in their treatment (National 
Institute of Health, 2008) 

Learning objectives 

By the end of this lesson, learners should: 

x understand the link between exercise, sleep, nutrition and their 
wellbeing 

x make one commitment towards improving their exercise, sleep or 
nutrition. 

PART 5 

x After watching the 3 clips, decide on one area
(exercise, sleep or nutrition) that you would like to focus 
on improving over the next couple of weeks. 

x Also record how you will improve in this area. What 
will you do? When? 
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Next, use the habit loop process to record your commitment. For 
example, if I wanted to exercise more regularly, here is how I could use 
the habit loop to help me. 

CUE- What is a reliable 
reminder or trigger for your 
behaviour?  

Waking up each morning and seeing my shoes 
beside my bed. 

ROUTINE- What is the 
behaviour? 

Go for a 20 minute walk, jog or cycle. 

REWARD- What benefit do 
you get from this? 

The regular practice of exercise has many 
benefits for my body and mind. Additionally, I 
also feel good that I have stuck to my 
commitment of regular exercise. 

CUE- What is a reliable 
reminder or trigger for your 
behaviour?  

ROUTINE- What is the 
behaviour? 

REWARD- What benefit do 
you get from this? 
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LESSON 4- KNOWING ABOUT CHARACTER STRENGTHS 

 Rationale 

x individuals who use their character strengths lead happier, more 
satisfying lives. Only when you understand your unique strengths can 
you begin to live a life that is engaging, exciting and rewarding to 
YOU. (Peterson and Seligman, 2004) 

Learning objectives 

By the end of this lesson, learners should: 

x understand some of the character strengths 
x have a list of their own character strengths 
x create a list of desired character strengths 

PART  2  

DO THE VIA (Values in Action) SIGNATURE STRENGTHS YOUTH SURVEY HERE. 
It will take about 20 mins to complete, but will provide you with a 
scientifically validated, personalised list of character strengths. 

Record your top 5 strengths here. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
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PART 3- WATCH CLIP 

PART 4 
Check out this classification of the 24 character strengths. It puts them into 
their 6 categories / core virtues. 

 How do you want to be? 

Now consider and record, which 5 character strengths will you 
learn, practice and cultivate? 
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LESSON 5- 

GROWING MY CHARACTER STRENGTHS 

 Rationale 

x individuals who use their character strengths lead happier, more 
satisfying lives. Only when you understand your unique strengths can 
you begin to live a life that is engaging, exciting and rewarding to 
YOU. (Peterson and Seligman, 2004) 

Learning objectives 

By the end of this lesson, learners should: 

x create a list of desired character strengths 
x identify and share ways to develop 3 character strengths 

PART 2 

PART 4 

x Remind yourself of the top 5 strengths that you want to develop at this 
part of your life journey (from last lesson). 

Who do you admire most and why? 

How do you hope people will describe you in 20 years? 
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x With these in mind, check out the relevant sections of the "340 ways" 
article here. Don't read the whole thing, only the 5 relevant sections to 
you. 

x Now, focus on only the top 3 character strengths that you want to 
develop. 

x For each one, write a one sentence summary of the strength, and two 
ideas on how you can develop / cultivate the strength more in your life 
(using the "340 ways" article for ideas). 

CHARACTER 

STRENGTH 

SUMMARY TWO IDEAS ON HOW TO 

DEVELOP THE STRENGTH 

Eg. Love of 

learning 

Gaining new skills and 

knowledge. Growing in 

understanding. 

 Learn one new word

every week

 Read an article or blog

each week on a

particular topic.
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LESSON 6- BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS AND WELLBEING 
THROUGH ACTIVE-CONSTRUCTIVE RESPONDING 

 Rationale 

x How we respond to the good news of others can either build a 
relationship or undermine it (Seligman, 2011). 

x ACR benefits the individual we are relating to as well as the 
relationship itself. Conversely, each of the other three types has been 
shown to have a negative impact on the wellbeing of those sharing the 
good news and also on the relationship (Gable, Gonzaga, & Strachman, 
2006). 

x ACR is a skill, and just like any other it can be developed with practice. 

Learning objectives 

By the end of this lesson, learners should: 

x understand the link between ACR and the strength of the relationship 
and also the wellbeing of both people involved 

x identify different types of responding 
x apply ACR in real time 

PART 2 
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PART  4- example as  a  class. 
Hypothetical Situation: A husband responds to his wife’s good news that she is 
being considered for a promotion. 

Active 
constructive 
responding 

“That is wonderful! I am so happy for you. You would be 
excellent in that new position.” 

Active 
destructive 
responding 

“If you get the promotion, you are going to have to be at 
work all week and on Saturday mornings too.” 

Passive 
constructive 
responding 

“That’s nice that you are being considered for the 
promotion.” 

Passive 
destructive 
Responding 

“A promotion, huh? Well, hurry up and get changed so 
we can get some dinner. I’m starving.” 

(Source: 
http://booksite.elsevier.com/9780123745170/Chapter%204/Chapter_4_Works
heet_4.14.pdf) 

PART  4  
How we respond to the good news of others can either build a relationship or 
undermine it (Seligman, 2011). 

How do you respond when someone shares good news? Research (Gable, 
Gonganza & Strachman, 2006) shows that this will determine the quality of 
your relationships. 
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There are four options: 

(Source: http://www.gostrengths.com/what-is-active-and-constructive-
responding/) 

Complete this process for some good news that a friend has shared with you 
in the last week. It might be good news to do with their sport, academic, 
family, holidays, friendships etc. 

Your real situation from the last week: 
__________________________________________ 
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After you have recorded what the situation was on the line above, explain the 
four possible alternative responses you could have chosen (in the table below). 
This will help you consider your future responses to the good news of others. 

Active constructive 
responding 

Active destructive 
responding 

Passive constructive 
responding 

Passive destructive 
Responding 

Use Active Constructive Responding later on today. It can be equally applied for 
hearing bad news, when listening to the ideas and opinions of others or in general 
conversation. Keep practicing it and notice what it does for your relationships with 

the people you care about. 

Handy Hints 

Here are  some prompts to help the person 

responding to draw more out of the 

conversation: "tell me more about that, what is the 

best thing about your experience? what did you see? 

how does it make you feel when you think about it?" 
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LESSON 7- GENEROSITY 

Rationale 

x those people who were more generous were happier, less depressed 
and healthier (Smith & Davidson, 2014) 

x when we receive an act of kindness, we are quite likely to “pay it 
forward” (Tsvetkova & Macy, 2014; Jordan, Rand, Arbesman, Fowler, & 
Christakis, 2013) 

Learning objectives 

By the end of this lesson, learners should: 

x identify at least one person who is in need of some kindness or 
generosity 

x make and record two kindess / generosity commitments to act on in 
the next week 

PART 2 

As you watch, consider someone that you know who might need a bit of 
kindness / generosity (by the way, I think we all do). 
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PART 3 

Make two kindness / generosity commitments you will act on in the next 
week. Write them down in the table below. 

PART 4 

Who will you 
help? (it may be 
random, or it 
may be directed 
at someone you 
know) 

What will you 
do? 

When will you do 
it? 

How would you 
expect to feel 
after you have 
acted on your 
kindness 
commitments? 

Eg. The old lady 
at my bus stop 

Offer to hold 
her grocery 
bags 

When she has 
a lot to carry 
and she getting 
on the bus 

A sense of 
purpose and 
helpfulness. 
Proud. 

Eg. Any student 
who 
accidentally 
drops 
something they 
are carrying. 

Pick up the 
item and give it 
back to them 
with a smile. 

The next time I 
see it happen. 

Generous, kind 
and 
considerate. 
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